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Overall 4. The only mechanical repairs I've had to incur with this vehicle are a few headlight
bulbs that needed replacing, the driver's side window mechanism started making a funny noise,
and regular oil and tire changes. Other than that this car has been a pleasure to drive. The
interior of the vehicle is in excellent shape. All the electronics work great, including the moon
roof, stereo, even the original factory speakers are still bellowing loudly and clearly. The
exterior of the car is also in great shape: I see no peeling, fading, or cracking of the paint, and
certainly no rust. The car rides quietly and comfortably and offers ample leg space in both the
front and rear of the vehicle. I have over , miles on this vehicle and it still drives strong. We love
opening the moon roof and waving our hands around in the wind! My family there are five of us
enjoys road trips in this car, and I am extremely appreciative for the gigantic trunk space. With
three kids the amount of luggage we bring along on road trips can be quite space-consuming.
Because of the great space in the trunk of this vehicle, all our many pieces of luggage fit quite
nicely in the trunk leaving room in the car for the kids blankets and pillows for "nap time"
during travel. And don't even get me started on the MPG Great car! Concorde Owner. I got my
Chrysler camcorder back in , It was an older car and used, but was in very good condition and
was very spacious and inexpensive, so that is what drove me to want to buy it despite it being a
bit older and not as new as most cars that people were buying. I liked how there was not many
miles on it and how it was a good bargain, the inside interior was very clean and classic
looking, which was also a plus. It felt very high quality and it was almost new looking when I
first purchased it. What I didn't like about the car was that they're were some internal issues,
that I had to go get fixed, which make's sense being that the car is older and previously owned. I
had to go to a shop just show they could diagnose the issue and fix it before I was able to fully
drive it. Once I be Once I began finally driving the car, I noticed that it was a bit of a gas guzzler,
which was annoying for me at the time. I was constantly having to put gas into it. It felt like
almost every other day, although I may be exaggerating a bit. I drove it to phoenix with my
friends and we went to go explore the city. We stayed for a couple days and had a blast. Like I
said above, my Chrysler Concorde was almost in perfect condition despite it being previously
owned. I felt like I was buying a brand new car due to the quality of it and the inside of it. It ran
really smooth upon purchasing, and the paint job was very nice as well. There was literally
nothing wrong with it as far as the external aspects, that the eye can see. Tires were very nice, I
didn't have to get new ones because they were already in very new condition for some reason. It
was indeed an older car and used, but was in very good condition and was very spacious and
inexpensive, so It was indeed an older car and used, but was in very good condition and was
very spacious and inexpensive, so that is what drove me to want to buy it despite it being a bit
older and not as new as most cars that people were buying. I liked how there were not many
miles on it and how it was a good bargain, the inside interior was very clean and classic
looking, which was also a plus. In the review, I also talked about the cons of the car. It was nice
for the price but their were some problems that were already wrong with the car, that I had to go
get fixed before actually driving it. Once I began finally driving the car, I noticed that it was a bit
of a gas guzzler, which was annoying for m Also as the car aged, something was always wrong
with it. There were fuel leaks, and I had to get the brakes fixed, conveyer belt problems,
electrical issues. It was kind of never ending so I definitely need to finally invest into a new car.
Overall 5. This vehicle provides a feeling of luxury and class, a bit like a limousine but without
the luxury price tag. The car is big and unapologetic. The size gives it an impressive look and its
curves make it look modern for most any time period. A good comparison is an airplane. Its size
also seems to provide an assured, comfortable ride, again a bit like being in an airplane. I've
taken the car on a long interstate road trip and it was a pleasure. On the highway it feels safe
and assured. With all windows rolled up the interior is quiet and peaceful, the way it should be.
At the same time maneuverings, such as three-point turnabouts, are easy in spite of size with
the power steering. I had one occasion, during my job as a pizza store manager, where I was
forced to make several deliveries i I had one occasion, during my job as a pizza store manager,
where I was forced to make several deliveries in the car and it performed surprisingly well. Pizza
deliveries are the best test of the overall capability and design of any car because there are
numerous stops and starts, turns, signaling, usage of high beams and horn etc. Such a big,
luxurious car was never designed for that type of demanding driving, but it never showed
weakness or flaw. Both the interior and exterior look fantastic. It seems no corners were cut and
instead all amenities exist naturally. The trunk is very large and spacious. The interior is also
spacious and, having four doors, the car invites passengers with a message of comfort and a
pleasant trip. The dashboard looks impressive and luxurious with a wood styling surrounding
modern electronics. The power windows and locks, all which can be controlled by the driver,
are more evidence this vehicle is built for comfort. The car is not the most economical on gas,

but it's also not bad considering the size and apparent weight. There is good power too.
Merging onto highways at speed never seems to be a problem. I remember the nice feeling
gained using this car to drop relatives off at an airport. There appeared to be several airline
stewardesses sitting together, perhaps taking a break in between flights, who all turned to look
our way when we pulled up and popped the trunk to remove luggage and say good-byes. The
car seemed to command attention giving an impression of elevated status. The top positives for
this vehicle include its looks and riding comfort. People who see the car are immediately
impressed by its majestic size and look. My favorite features include the power windows and
steering. On smaller cars these items are just nice to have, but on such a big car they give a
very powerful impression. The top negatives of the vehicle include fuel economy and resale
value. The car lost a lot of resale value over the years. Greenville, Ohio Overall. Search Data
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drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you
agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price
of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The
search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get email alerts for new
listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Great Deal. See my listings. Start
searching smarter now. Used Chrysler Concorde LX. Used Chrysler Concorde Lxi. Make
Chrysler. Model Concorde. Warranty Available Wholesale to the public.? Ask to see the service
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Super smooth engine and transmission!? This unit shows normal wear but is in great shape for
its age!? We are a small family dealership - and like all of our units. You will not be wasting your
time considering this car!? This unit has been extremely well maintained and it's o It was jump
started when I bought it I watched it run for 15 mins runs smooth no leaks. Broken brake line is
the only problem on the car. I took out the old battery you can have it the new battery needs to
be installed. Very clean well kept hits the road great the 3. If you are not sure about something,
Please ASK Do not assume anything not listed is included We reserve the right to cancel bids
for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle is no
longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about owning
this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be reported to Ebay, and negative feedback
posted. If you have any questions please leave your number and we will get back to you as
soon as possible. It was a great car but something started going wacky with the computer and
then it stopped shifting gears. I believe the engine should still be strong, but will not guarantee
it. I don't know about the transmission - it either needs work or maybe the entire problem was
the computer. I really don't know, but it never showed any signs of slipping. It did have a little
trouble where it would seem shift by itself. Like the computer was completely wonky. The
biggest mistake I made was that I parked it in my driveway after that happened and left it for a
little over 2 years. I know I should have sold it right then, but I thought since I knew the engine
was good that I would get it fixed some day. I never did do anything with it and it has sat since
August in my driveway. The body is in really great shape and so is the paint. The only problem
with the body is a small dent around the gas cap area. The seats are all leather and in good
condition. The AC ran perfectly back in Since it has been sitting for 2 years, it has 2 flat tires
and is a little dirty. The battery is so dead I can't check the odometer. But the last inspection
sticker was around miles and I do not think we ever got it over K miles. If you bring a battery
you can check the odometer, but it should be under K miles. The spare tire in the trunk looks to
me like a brand new full size tire which ought to be worth a little money on its own. If you fix up

cars to resell, this one has a lot of potential. It could be a terrific low miles car. Or if you want it
for parts, you should be able to get a lot out of it. Like I said earlier, the engine was strong when
we parked it and hopefully it will still be - but I don't know about that either after sitting 2 years. I
have told you what I know about the car, but there is no guarantee or warranty on anything. You
will have to tow it off yourself out of my driveway. I lost the original title, but went down to the
DMV and got a Certified Copy of the title to give you when you pay me in cash. I am not
interested in any deals where you send me a cashiers check and you arrange for someone to
pick it up. This will be a face to face sale where you pay in cash and I sign over the title and give
to you. No exceptions so don't ask. Good running condition we are selling it because we have
purchased another vehicle. Cars sell for less in Owosso! Call, email or chat live with one of our
team members today to make sure you receive internet pricing and a hassle free shopping
experience! Nice car! In a class by itself! Imagine yourself behind the wheel of this
handsome-looking Chrysler Concorde. It is nicely equipped with features such as 3. This
gas-saving Concorde will get you where you need to go, with comfort and safety to spare. What
a deal! A great deal in Plainfield! Be the talk of the town when you roll down the street in this
fuel-efficient Chrysler Concorde. If I had the money, this is the car I would buy and keep for
myself. But I don't, so it's your lucky day. Call us today a! Dallas, OR. Oregon City, OR. Federal
Way, WA. Green Bay, WI. Martinsburg, WV. Sacramento, CA. South Milwaukee, WI. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Chrysler Concorde Year Make Chrysler Model
Concorde. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next.
Make Chrysler 8 Ford 1. Category Beta Sedan 8 Pickup Truck 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Lxi 3.
Automatic Front Gasoline Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. This vehicle has not been
mechanically inspected by williams auto group. Williams auto group assumes no responsibility
for any repairs. For new hondas, call new honda. The car runs and drives great. Good tires all
around and pretty clean interior. Only has xxx on it. Has the 2. Come take a look and make a
offer, clean title in hand ready to go. Car needs battery or alternator, starts and runs great when
jumped. Used Chrysler Concorde Intrepid ' Good tires all around and pretty clean interior
couple minor things dont work. Starts and runs great when jumped. We sold thousands of cars
and made many people very happy. Google Ads. Extremely low mileage Concorde, new tires,
brand new battery and starter, leather. This concorde is nicely equipped. Arizona Arizona 3
years at everycarlisted. This vehicle is located at shields auto mart in paxton, il Air
Conditioning. Com to see all photos. In these photos we try to point out any dings, scratches, or
other blemishes watch for the pointing finger. Com or come see us at n. Licensing fees and
taxes are paid at the dept. Starts and runs great brand new snow tires air conditioning works.
Super clean with brand new tires! This is the ultimate, low-mileage car that is certain to keep on
chugging along for years and years. Dodge, Chrysler, Ram and Jeep!!! Located in the heart of
Northern Iowa we have the look and facilities of a big city dealership, with the feel of a small
town business. Experience the Mike Molstead Motors Guarantee on every vehicle in stock. This
vehicles interior is clean. This vehicles exterior is clean. A large, stylish sedan in very nice
condition. It has an excellent set of tires. Great running and driving chrysler concorde. Good
tires and recent timing belt and water pump replacement.. Trans filter and service from aamco
trans miles ago.. This vehicle has a clean carfax report!! Call now or apply online anytime
Excellent referral program! Keyless entry, 29 mpg highway,. Contact landmark auto inc. Very
good condition. Bright platinum metallic clear coat exterior and medium quartz interior,
concorde trim. We have also been voted best in region for 19 consecutive years. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. All purchases must be paid for on the day of
sale in cash us dollars or credit card. See auction for more detailed rules and regulations. Price
listed online is the starting bid! Lynn layton is a family run business serving north alabama for
over 30 years! The shape of things to come. The car was not only stylish but surprisingly
functional. Like the original, it continues to push the cutting edge of styling, with a look that's
both futuristic and elegant. And this time, there's far more differentiation between the concorde
and other midsize chrysler sedans, such as the dodge intrepid, which share the same platform.
Market, bigger has traditionally meant better. But there were other, less immediately visible
issues chrysler had to address as it updated the concorde. The original edition had a number of
what marketing executives like to call 'issues,' headlights that weren't nearly bright enough, a
defroster that struggled to clear the car's massive windscreen, and a wide range of nagging
quality problems. So, with a critical eye, we set out to inspect and drive the new concorde to see
if its beauty ran more than skin deep. The sloping cowl sweeps into a steeply raked windshield.
The visual impression is one of kinetic motion. The word, 'sculpture,' quickly comes to mind.
The body features a bare minimum of snap-on cladding. Instead, there is great nuance to the

sheet metal, which rolls and undulates like a work of art. Above it sits the chrysler division's
retro-looking winged emblem. Large, kidney-shaped headlights are jewel-like in appearance, but
show that not only can form follow function, but function can follow form. And we're pleased to
report chrysler has dealt with two other nagging problems. The new concorde's windshield
wipers are far more effective, as is the defroster, which proved particularly welcome during a
nasty blizzard that swept through the american heartland last winter. The upscale lhs shares
concorde's basic shape, but adds a range of luxury touches. The downsized m is the sportiest
car of the bunch, with a higher-performance powertrain and suspension package. There's a
cavernous But the numbers don't tell the whole story. In the original concorde, the trunk's
gooseneck hinge swung into the cargo compartment, crushing anything in its way. The new
hinge folds cleanly out of the way. With the '99 concorde, there's been a notable upgrade in the
quality of the materials used. Colors match well, and gaps have been minimized. Nowhere is
that more obvious than in the space where doors and dashboard come together. On the old
cars, this used to be a yawning chasm. The buckets have been improved in the new model.
They provide better back and lateral support and the detailing of the fabric is world class.
There's an optional leather package, as one would expect. The cab-forward concept puts a tight
squeeze under the hood but maximizes passenger space. And as we hinted at before, the
redesigned concorde delivers an extra 2. Rear seats are not only spacious but comfortable.
Also, chrysler has eliminated its optional integrated child safety seat. Apparently there just
weren't enough takers. It takes some time to get the feel of the front end to know precisely
where the out-of-sight front bumper is. And it takes a bit of getting used to the view out of the
small rear window, too. Michigan roads are notoriously rough, with potholes big enough to suck
down a subcompact. It didn't take us long to appreciate the new concorde's stiffer body, which
translates into less body shake and roll, better handling, and a notably quieter ride. The original
concorde, especially in the first few years of production, was loud to the point of raucous. The
new car is not yet the quietest in class, but chrysler engineers have substantially subdued the
wind and road noises that made it difficult for front and rear passengers to speak without
shouting. Under hard acceleration, the old engine quickly ran out of breath. The new engine
also achieves better fuel efficiency, offering a 1 mpg improvement. The base intrepid and
concorde lx come with inch steel wheels and goodyear conquest ga tires. The es and lxi models
have inch alloy wheels with goodyear eagle ga tires. The bigger tires have notably more grip,
particularly in hard cornering and braking maneuvers and the smaller conquests make more
noise. The model maintains that tradition. This is a car that's going to turn heads wherever it
goes. The car is quieter, smoother, definitely more world-class than the vehicle it replaces. The
automaker insists it has addressed every detail. Troublesome issues like lighting and defrosting
have been improved. That's a good sign chrysler has gotten a handle on its problems. Site map
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